
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ruby Newsletter  

2nd April 
By Caitlin, Henry, Ed, Luke and Etienne. 

 

English  

In the final week of our work on Krindlekrax, we heard the climax of the story where 

Ruskin manages to tame Krindlekrax. There is also a sad part in the story when Corky dies 

and Ruskin feels the loss of his best friend. It also makes him realise how he has so many 

other people who care about him. At the end of the story, Ruskin saves Elvis and gets the 

main part, of the hero, in the play. He knows, by the end, how lucky he is to have so many 

friends. We had to consider what Ruskin felt, thought and said when he encountered 

Krindlekrax. Our final piece of work was to write a book review to explain our thoughts 

about Ruskin and the story. Although the book is sad in some parts, we all really enjoyed 

the it.   

Maths 

We continued our work on multiplication and division and learnt some tricks in Big Maths 

to help us work out larger calculations. For example, if you know that 3 x 4 = 12 then 3 x 

40 = 120 and 6 divided by 2 = 3 and so 600 divided by 2 = 300. This is the Smile 

Multiplication. We also played a game where we had to work out the multiplication by just 

seeing the answers. Finally, we did word problems to use our knowledge. Mrs Thomas 

‘nags’ us to know our times tables because they help with everything! 

Science 

We watched some information clips about volcanoes. 

 

Music Concert 

 

It was finally the week of the Music Concert. 

On Wednesday morning, we had a run through 

and it went really well. Mrs Thomas and Mrs 

Stewart were particularly impressed with how well 

we listened to the musicians and showed our 

support. 

 

We performed to the first audience and KS1 in the 

afternoon and then it was our final performance in 

the evening. 

 

We really enjoyed singing in the choir and there 

are too many highlights to mention.  

 

We had lots of comments from the audience about 

how impressed they were and how much they 

enjoyed it. 

 

We wish you all a Happy Easter and look forward 

to seeing you on Wednesday, 24th April 

 

 

 

Homework 

English – Learn your spellings for your spelling test 

on Monday, 29th April. 

Daily reading 

 

Maths – Times Tables Rockstar – Go on as often as 

possible. 

 

Easter Service at Church tomorrow at 10am. 

 

All our PE lessons until the end of the year will be 

outside. Please ensure that your child has proper 

sporting footwear to wear for these lessons. 

 

 
 

 

 


